A Chronological Mission

Have you ever wanted to read the Bible in the actual order of the events? Have you ever wondered what you might be missing by not linking the intertwining events between each book of the Bible?

Now is your chance to get some serious chronological understanding of the Bible as well as to realize countless vital links between many books that are almost always missed when reading them out of their chronological sequence.

Some Explanation-Points about this Reading Plan

- Since this is a “pre-release” version, there is still more work to put into it before it is all the way done.
- Please email me with possible corrections that you might find: Josihas@trueconnection.org
- The original framework for this Bible reading plan was adapted by me, Josihas Scott, from www.bibleplan.org and these changes are indicated by the text displayed in Teal.
- Because I’ve needed to reorganize so much, I do not intend many sections of this plan to be read in one day as the “year” setup implies. Some “reorganized” days often end up with more than a day’s worth of reading. Nevertheless, the “year” goal is possible if the reader is ambitious enough and has the time to read that much in one day.
- I am fully aware that most Protestants are not interested in what is called the Apocrypha, but for those who were willing and or interested in considering them I have included them chronologically the best I can tell from my research.
- This plan was last updated: 12/15/04; 3/2006; 8/20/07; 4/7/09; 11/19/09; 12/28/11-12/30/11; 3/17/13